
Review for Exam 1

Be prepared for short answer questions.



Research Question

Good scientific research questions are:

Positive (not Normative)

Feasible



Hypotheses

Not the same as a research question.

A statement about the world that can be tested to see if its 
true.

Empirical

Falsifiable



Independent and Dependent 
Variables

Variables are properties of things that aren't always 
the same (they vary).

Independent and Dependent describe the roles 
variables play in a hypothesis or theory. They are not 
about the variable itself!

If you think X causes Y, then X is the independent 
variable, and Y is the dependent.



Levels of Measurement: How 
numerical is the variable?

● Nominal – Just names, no order or numbers

● Ordinal – order to answers, can be < or >

A Masters degree is greater than a Bachelors.

● Interval – fixed width between numbered answers, 
so you can add and subtract.

40 fahrenheit is 10 degrees warmer than 30 fahrenheit, which 
is the exact same difference between 100 and 110 fahrenheit.

● Ratio – like interval, but with an absolute zero, so 
you can multiply and divide.

Bob is 3 times older than Karen.

Joe makes half the income that Hector makes.



Unit of Analysis

What are the cases\subjects?



Validity

Is is true?

● Causal Validity (aka internal validity)

Does X really cause Y?

● Generalizability

Who is this true for?

● Measurement Validity

Are we measuring what we think we're measuring?



Measurement Validity

Are we measuring what we think we're measuring?

Operationalization of the concept is key here (this is 
a fancy way of saying how we measure an idea).

Is how often someone smiles a good measure of the 
concept “Happiness”?



Generalizability

Sample Generalizability

Does this sample of people represent the population we 
care about?

● Cross-Population Generalizability

Is what we're saying true not just for this population, but 
for that other population too?

Ex: We may study how American couples meet. But what 
about Canadians? Or Japanese? Can we generalize from 
our study to say something about them too?

Ex 2: Can we generalize from experiments on college 
students to how other adults behave?



Reliability

Remember the archer shooting at the target.

Validity is his accuracy: how close he gets to the 
center (how close to the truth)

Reliability is his consistency: how close each of 
his shots are to each other. Are they grouped 
close together, or all over the place?

A reliable measure gives us close to the same 
result each time, regardless of how valid it is.

An intoxicated person may reliably tell us over 
and over again that he's a great driver, even 
though that statement is invalid.



Sampling

● Probability Sample

of the Target Population

● Nonprobability Sampling
● Convenience Sampling
● Snowball Sampling



Causation & Causal Validity

How do we know if X → Y

● Spurious Cause?

● Maybe Z→X and Z→Y, which just makes it 
look like X→Y



Experiments

● Random Assignment
● Treatment and Control

● Ceteris Paribus – All other things being equal

● Placebo Effect



Natural & Quasi Experiments
& Ex Post Facto Control Groups

● Natural Experiments are when Nature/Society does 
the random assignment into comparable groups for 
us.

● Quasi Experiments are when we can't really 
randomly assign subjects, but find another way to 
approximate comparable groups (such as 
matching)

● Ex Post Facto Control Groups are when we decide 
which groups are treatment and control after the 
treatment has already occurred (After the fact). 
These are not experiments.
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